[DNA vaccination].
No one knows the timing when influenza pandemic will occur, but that catastrophe will undoubtedly happen. Current vaccines elicit antibodies to membranes of viruses effective against highly specific strains, however they are not effective against multiple strains. New strategies are urgently needed for the protection against multiple strains. It is necessary to develop immunologically superior vaccines. DNA vaccination is an established immunization method in animal models. DNA vaccines are gaining importance due to the induction of a strong cellular immunity. Moreover, the protection against multiple strains of influenza A virus has already been achieved. But their immunogenicity is not so strong that to improve the efficacy of this method is very important. This article highlights some of the recent developments in investigational DNA vaccines. Various tactics for enhancement of their immunity are considered. DNA vaccines together with DNA encoding various cytokines showed better immunological responses in several animal models. Alteration in the vector, inclusion of CpG-ODN motifs, addition of transcriptional factor and appropriate vaccine delivery mechanisms are expected to further improve the efficacy of these vaccines.